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ABSTRACT This paper proposes an effective method based on the two main partial order techniques which
are persistent sets and covering step graph techniques, to deal with the state explosion problem. First, we
introduce a new definition of sound steps, the firing of which enables to extremely reduce the state space.
Then, we propose a weaker sufficient condition about how to find the set of sound steps at each current
marking. Next, we illustrate the relation between maximal sound steps and persistent sets, and propose a
concept of good steps. Based on the maximal sound steps and good steps, a construction algorithm for
generating a maximal good step graph (MGSG) of a Petri net (PN) is established. This algorithm first
computes the maximal good step at each marking if there exists one, otherwise maximal sound steps are
fired at the marking. Furthermore, we have proven that an MGSG can effectively preserve deadlocks of a
Petri net. Finally, the change performance evaluation is made to demonstrate the superiority of our proposed
method, compared with other related partial order techniques.

INDEX TERMS Petri nets, state explosion problem, covering step graph methods, persistent sets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Concurrent systems [1]–[3] are composed of several subsys-
tems operating in parallel and they are especially difficult
to be designed or analyzed in the real world [4]–[9]. Thus,
the design correctness of concurrent systems needs to be
checked via the verification.
The state space exploration method [10]–[14] is one of the

most widely used techniques for the verification of finite-state
concurrent systems. However, there exists an obstacle in
the application of this technique, which is the state-space
explosion. This problem is mainly caused by the interleaving
semantics of concurrent systems, i.e., all firing orders of
concurrent transitions are explored exhaustively, during the
application of such technique. Actually, many researchers
have studied strategies fighting for this problem and several
different techniques are proposed such as compositional ver-
ification, symmetric reduction, abstraction and partial order
reduction.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Zhiwu Li .

The partial order reduction [38]–[55] has been proven to
be the most successful strategy for alleviating the state-space
explosion in practice [54]. It can utilize the indepen-
dence of concurrent execution to eliminate some interme-
diate states [56]–[57]. More precisely, there is no need
to explore all interleaving semantics possessing identical
concurrent execution, when analyzing properties of interest
(deadlock freeness [17]–[27], reachability [28]–[32], live-
ness [33]–[37], or linear properties [38]).Note that partial
order reduction techniques, such as stubborn sets [46]–[48],
sleep sets [43], ample sets [49]–[50], persistent sets [42]–[43]
and covering step graphs [52], preserve deadlocks of Petri
nets (PNs) [15]–[16] at least.

The covering step graph methods explore all the transitions
of the state space and concurrent ones are put together to
constitute an atomic step. They aim to reduce the depth
of the marking graph while the purpose of the persistent
sets is to reduce its breadth. The persistent sets are intro-
duced in [42], [43], which are particular stubborn sets. Dif-
ferent from the covering steps, persistent sets only explore
enabled transitions at each marking. To make full advantage
of both methods, Ribet et al. [53] present a persistent step
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graph (PSG) which can both improve persistent sets and
covering step graph methods, and reduce the state space from
its breadth and depth. More importantly, it has been proven
that the PSG preserves the deadlocks of Petri nets. In order
to further reduce the state space, Barkaoui et al. [54] propose
the maximal persistent step graph (MPSG) method and intro-
duce a new definition of weak-persistent sets. Combining the
weak-persistent sets with covering steps, the MPSG achieves
amore significant reduction of the state space, compared with
the PSG.
In this work, according to the definition of covering step

graphs introduced in [52] we first propose a new definition
of sound steps, which is an extension of covering steps. Then,
from a practical point of view, a weaker sufficient condition
about how to build the set of sound steps at each marking
is introduced. Based on this condition, we can compute the
set of maximal sound steps at each marking more intuitively
and quickly. Next, we propose a definition of good steps,
combing maximal sound steps and persistent sets. Due to the
proposed good steps and maximal sound steps, a maximal
good step graph (MGSG) is constructed, which significantly
reduces the state space compared with other related partial
order reduction methods. In addition, the MGSG preserves
deadlock markings of Petri nets. The major contributions of
this work are listed as follows:

1) We propose a new definition of sound steps, based on
a better understanding of the concurrent and conflict
relations between transitions of a step. Thus, the firing
of a sound step at each marking enables to extremely
reduce the state space;

2) Based on the definition of sound steps, we propose a
weaker sufficient condition about how to find the set
of sound step at each marking, which is of practical
significance;

3) Combining the persistent sets and sound steps, a new
definition of good steps is introduced, which plays an
important role in computing the maximal good step
graph (MGSG)

4) The generated maximal good step graph permits to pre-
serve the deadlocks of a Petri net.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Basic knowl-
edge used throughout this paper is introduced in Section II
and Section III presents the definition of persistent sets, and
followed by some previous partial order reduction methods,
which are the basic of our proposed method. Section IV first
introduces the new definition of sound steps, then proposes a
weaker sufficient condition for sound steps, next presents the
concept of good steps and exhibits the construction algorithm
of the MGSG, finally proves that the MGSG preserves the
deadlocks of Petri nets. Section V compares our proposed
technique with other related partial order reduction meth-
ods and shows the experimental results to demonstrate the
superiority of our method. Finally, Section VI concludes this
work.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In the following discussion, E∗ represents the set of all
sequences constituted by elements of E (i.e., including an
empty sequence ε) and E+ denotes the set of sequences
without ε, such that E∗:= {ε} ∪ E+. For instance, E = {e,
f }, E∗ = {ε, e, f , ee, ef, fe, ff , . . .} and E+ = {e, f , ee, ef, fe,
ff , . . .}.
Fundamental notations related to Petri nets and partial

order methods are introduced in this section. A reader may
consult more details in [15]–[16], [53]–[54].
A generalized Petri Net (PN) is a 4-tupleN = (P, T ,F ,W ),

where P and T are denoted as non-empty, finite, and disjoint
sets. P characterizes a set of places and T describes a set of
transitions. There is a flow relation F , which is represented
by directed arcs from places to transitions or from transitions
to places. W : (P × T )∪ (T × P) → N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} is a
mapping that assigns a weight to an arc. It satisfies thatW (x,
y) > 0 if (x, y) > F , and W (x, y) = 0, otherwise, where x,
y ∈ P ∪ T . If ∀ (x, y) ∈ F , W (x, y) = 1, this net is called
an ordinary Petri net, denoted by a 3-tuple N = (P, T , F).
Given a node x ∈ P ∪ T , the pre-set of x is denoted by •x,
where •x = {y ∈ P ∪ T | (y, x) ∈ F}, and the post-set of x is
expressed as x• = {y ∈ P ∪ T | (x, y) ∈ F}. We can extend
this notation to a set of nodes, i.e., ∀X ⊆ P∪T , •X = ∪x∈X

•x

and X• = ∪x∈Xx
•.

A marking (or state) M of N is a mapping from P to N,
where N represents nonnegative integers. For the sake of
convenience, the multi-set symbol

∑
p∈PM (p)p is utilized to

denote vectorM , whereM (p) indicates the number of tokens
in p at M . For example, M = [3, 2, 1, 2]T is denoted by
M = 3p1 + 2p2 + p3 + 2p4. A place p is marked by M if
M (p) > 0. We define (N , M0) as a Petri net system with its
initial markingM0.
The transition t ∈ T is enabled at a marking M , denoted

by M [t〉, if ∀p ∈ •t , M (p) ≥ W (p, t). The firing of t at M
yields a marking M ′, i.e., ∀p ∈ •t , M ′ (p) = M (p) − W (p,
t) +W (t , p), which is denoted asM [t〉M ′. The markingM ′

is called an immediately reachable marking fromM . The set
of all transitions enabled at M is denoted by En(M ) = {t ∈

T |∀p ∈ •t , M (p) ≥ W (p, t)}. The sequence σ = t1t2 . . . tn ∈

T ∗ is enabled atM , denoted asM [σ 〉, if there exists a series of
markingsM1,M2, . . . ,Mn−1 such thatM [t1〉M1∧M1[t2〉M2∧

. . . ∧ Mn−1[tn〉. A marking M ′′ is said to be reachable from
M if the firing of a sequence σ ∈ T ∗ atM yields the marking
M ′′, which is indicated asM [σ 〉M ′′. We use the notation R(N ,
M ) to denote the set of all markings reachable fromM of N .
A non-empty subset of transitions is said to be a step τ

of N (τ ⊆ T ) if the firing of transitions in this step is
simultaneously and atomically at a markingM of N . To con-
sider a firing step from an interleaving semantic standpoint,
it can be viewed as an abstraction of all sequences of its
transitions. For example, a step τ = {t , t ′, t ′′} hides six
sequences of its transitions: tt ′t ′′, tt ′′t ′, t ′tt ′′, t ′t ′′t , t ′′tt ′, and
t ′′t ′t . A step τ is enabled at a marking M , denoted as M [τ 〉,
if ∀p ∈ •τ , M (p) ≥

∑
t∈τ W (p, t), which means that there
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are enough tokens allowing transitions within the step to fire
concurrently. Firing a step τ yields a marking M ′ such that
∀p ∈ •τ ,M ′ (p) = M (p)+

∑
t∈τ (W (t , p)−W (p, t)), which

is denoted byM [τ 〉M ′. A markingM ′′ is said to be reachable
in multiple ways fromM if there exists an enabled transition t
atM and after the firing of t , there exists a sequence σ , a step
τ and two intermediate markings M1, M2 such that M [t〉M1
[σ 〉 M2 [τ 〉M ′′, which is indicated as M [tστ 〉M ′′. Note that
as long as the enabled conditions are satisfied, the firing order
of a transition t , a sequence σ , and a step τ is arbitrary, i.e.,M
[tστ 〉M ′′, M [tτσ 〉M ′′, M [σ tτ 〉M ′′, etc. We use EnStep(M )
to denote the set of all enabled steps at M . Given an enabled
step τ ∈EnStep(M ), τ is maximal at M if (τ ′ ∈ EnStep(M )
such that τ ⊂ τ ′. We denote by Step(T ) the set of all steps of
a PN N .
Transitions t1 and t2 are in structural conflict, denoted by

t1⊥t2, if •t1 ∩ •t2 6= Ø. Transitions t1 and t2 are symmetric
structural conflict with each other, denoted as t1⊥st2, if t1⊥t2,
and •t1 ∩ •t2 ∩ t1

• = •t1 ∩ •t2 ∩ t2
•. Two transitions t1 and

t2 are in conflict, denoted as t1 # t2 if the firing of t1 (or t2)
may disable the transition t2 (or t1) at a marking M where t2
(or t1) should have been enabled. We use CFS(t) = {t2 ∈

T |t1 # t2} to denote the set of transitions in conflict with t1.
The transitive closure of conflict relation is weak conflict.
Transitions t1 and t2 are in weak conflict, which is denoted
by t1 [#] t2. The set of transitions in weak conflict with t1 is
denoted as [CFS](t) = {t2 ∈ T |t1 [#]t2}. Notice that t ∈ T

and CFS (t) ⊆ [CFS](t).
Two sequences of transitions σ and σ ′ are equivalent,

denoted as σ ≡ σ ′ if they are the same or each one can
be obtained from the other by successive permutations of
transitions. Let M be a reachable marking. ∀M ′ ∈ R(N ,
M ), equivalent sequences σ and σ ′ from M lead to the same
marking M ′, i.e., M [σ 〉M ′ and M [σ ′〉M ′, if σ ≡ σ ′. We use
[σ ] to denote the set of transitions contained in a sequence σ .
A reachability graph RG of N is a finite and labeled

directed graph, denoted by RG = (R(N , M0), →, T , M0),
where → is a directed edge from a marking M to another
reachable marking M ′, where M , M ′ ∈ R(N , M0), and it is
labeled by a transition t of T. A covering step graph CSG of
N is defined by CSG = (RS (N ,M0), →, Step(T ),M0), where
RS (N ,M0)⊆ R(N ,M0) is a subset of reachable markings, and
→ is labeled by an enabled step τ ∈ Step(T ) at each marking
M ∈ RS (N , M0).
Given a PN (N , M0), a transition t ∈ T is live at the initial

marking M0 if ∀M ∈ R(N , M0), ∃M ′ ∈ R(N , M ), M ′[t〉.
This net (N , M0) is live if each transition t of N is live at
M0. The reverse case is that a transition t is dead at M0 if
∀M ∈ R(N , M0), ¬M [t〉. (N , M0) is dead if ∄t ∈ T , M0 [t〉.
A marking M ∈ R(N , M0) is a deadlock marking if ∀t ∈ T ,
¬M [t〉, which can be described as En(M ) = Ø. The net (N ,
M0) is called deadlock-free (i.e., not-dead or weak-live) if
∀M ∈ R(N , M0), ∃t ∈ T , M [t〉. A place p ∈ P is k-bounded
if given M ∈ R(N , M0), ∃k ∈ N+: M (p) ≤ k , where N+

represents positive integers. The PN (N , M0) is a k-bounded

net if each place p of N is k-bounded. Note that the PN (N ,
M0) is said to be safe iff k = 1.
In this paper, we only focus on the ordinary Petri net

N = (P, T , F , M0).

III. PARTIAL ORDER METHODS

In this section, we introduce the persistent sets and covering
step graph methods, and their combination.

A. PERSISTENT SETS

At each marking, persistent sets only contain enabled tran-
sitions. Note that each transition of a persistent set can not
be disabled, by the firing of other transitions not in the
same persistent set [43], [53]. In general, the exploration of
persistent sets preserves at least deadlocks of Petri nets.
The persistent sets proposed by [43], [53] are called strong-

persistent sets. In [54], the authors introduce weak-persistent
sets with weaker conditions inspired from stubborn sets
of [46]. In the following discussion, the persistent sets used
throughout this paper are strong-persistent sets.
Definition 1 [54]: Let M be a marking and µ ⊆ En(M )

a subset of enabled transitions. Formally, the subset µ is a
persistent set ofM if all the following conditions are satisfied:

1) En(M ) 6= Ø ⇔ µ 6= Ø;
2) ∀t ∈ µ, ∀ω ∈ (T − µ)+, M [ω〉 ⇒ M [ωt〉;
3) ∀t ∈ µ, ∀ω ∈ (T − µ)+, M [ωt〉 ⇒ M [tω〉.

Condition 1) means that there exists no persistent set atM
iff M is a deadlock marking. Condition 2) ensures that after
the firing of transitions not inµ atM , any transition t ofµ can
be fired. Condition 3) states that if the firing of any sequence
ω, which is composed of transitions not inµ, does not disable
any transition t ofµ, and then the firing of t will not disableω.
Consider the PN1 in Fig. 1(a). The set of enabled transi-

tions at M0 is En(M0) = {t0, t2}. Let µ1 = {t0} be a subset
of En(M0). It is not a persistent set since t0 is disabled by the
firing of a sequence t2t3, i.e., M0[t2t3〉 but ¬M0[t2t3t0〉. For
the same PN1, the set µ2 = {t2} is persistent as conditions 1,
2 and 3 hold for t2.

B. STEP GRAPHS COMBINED WITH PERSISTENT SETS

Covering step graphs are proposed in [52]. In a covering step
graph, all transitions are visited and concurrent ones are put
together to constitute a step. The firing of transitions in a
step is simultaneously. The aim of step graph methods is to
achieve more reduction of the state space from path depths,
and preserve certain global reachability properties such as
deadlocks. For example, consider the model PN2 depicted
in Fig. 2(a). There exist two steps at the initial marking M0,
τ1 = {t0, t2, t3, t4} and τ2 = {t0, t2, t3, t5}. However,
the firing of τ1 or τ2 may disable t1 that should have been
enabled at a markingM1, whereM0[t2〉M1. Thus, t0 cannot be
fired together with t2 since some deadlock markings may not
be preserved if they are fired simultaneously. The covering
step graph (CSG) is shown in Fig. 2(b) and firing steps at
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FIGURE 1. (a) A model of PN1, (b) its RG, (c) its CSG, and (d) its MGSG.

FIGURE 2. (a) A model of PN2, (b) its CSG, (c) its PG, and (d) its MGSG.

M0 are τ1 = {t2, t3, t4}, τ2 = {t2, t3, t5} and τ3 = {t0}.
Specially, the covering step graph preserves deadlocks of
PN2 and reduces the state space from path depths.
Different from covering step graphs, persistent graphs (PG)

are to reduce the width of the state space. At each marking,
only the enabled transitions of a persistent set are visited
and fired individually. For instance, consider the same PN2,
the set of enabled transitions at M0 is En(M0) = {t0, t2, t3,
t4, t5} and there are three persistent sets atM0: µ1 = {t0, t2},
µ2 = {t3} and µ3 = {t4, t5}. The firing of a transition within
different persistent sets may yield different persistent graphs.
A minimal persistent graph of PN2 is shown in Fig. 2(c).
To make full use of the advantages of covering step graphs

and persistent sets, a hybrid method is proposed in [42]. The
main idea of its generation algorithm is to compute persistent
sets at each marking firstly, and then determine which transi-
tions in different sets can be combined together as a step. The
combination of both methods allows reducing the state space
from path depths and the width, and preserves the deadlocks
of PNs. As an example, consider the PN2. For the persistent
sets {t0, t2}, {t3} and {t4, t5} of the initial markingM0, we can
build various steps such as {t0, t3, t4}, {t0, t3, t5}, {t2, t3, t4},
{t2, t3, t5}, and {t2, t3}. These steps are so-called persistent

steps and the firing of different one atM0 may lead to different
persistent step graphs. According to the algorithm proposed
in [41], the maximally reduced persistent step graph (PSG) is
depicted in Fig. 2(d).
For these reduced state graphs, some intermediate mark-

ings are abstracted and all key markings are preserved. The
key markings of a PN can be utilized to explore certain global
reachability properties such as deadlocks of a PN.

IV. MAXIMAL GOOD STEP METHODS

A. SOUND STEP SETS

Definition 2: LetM be a reachable marking of a PN N = (P,
T , F , M0), τ an enabled step at M and t ∈ τ . The transition
t is sound at M w.r.t τ if conditions 1) and 2) hold for all
t ′ ∈ τ− {t}:

1) ∀σ ∈ (T−{t})+, (M [t ′σ 〉 ∧¬ M [t ′σ t〉) ⇒

a) ∃σ ∗ ∈ (T − {t})+, M [t ′σσ ∗t〉∨

b) ∃t1 ∈En(M ) − τ , ∃σ1 ∈ (T−{t})∗, (t1σ1 ≡ σ ∧

M [t1t ′σ1〉)

2) ∀σ ∈ (T−{t})+, M [t ′σ t〉 ⇒ ∃σ ′ ∈ (T−{t})+,
(σ ≡ σ ′ ∧M [tt ′σ ′〉)

155808 VOLUME 7, 2019
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The step τ is sound at M if its transitions are all sound at M
with respect to τ . We use the notation SS(M ) to indicate the
set of all sound steps at a markingM of a PN N .

For a sound transition t w.r.t. τ at M , Condition a) shows
that t can be re-enabled after the firing of a sequence starting
with certain transitions of the same step τ and Condition
b) means that the disableness of t cannot be caused by other
transitions of the same step τ ; and Condition 2) states that
if a sequence t ′σ t is firable from M , then there must exist
an equivalent sequence tt ′σ ′ that is also firable from M .
Specifically, in a case where t is disabled by an enabled
sequence t ′σ , i.e., M [t ′σ 〉 ∧¬ M [t ′σ t〉, if the firing of t ′σ
satisfies a certain condition (i.e., Condition a) or b)), then
we can be sure that t is sound at M . Condition a) represents
that the sequence t ′σ t that is used to be not enabled atM can
be fired s.t. M [t ′σσ ∗t〉. Intuitively, it means that if a transi-
tion t is disabled after the firing of other transitions within
the same step τ , i.e., ¬M [t ′σ t〉, then the sound transition t
can be re-enabled after the firing of other sequences, i.e.,
M [t ′σσ ∗t〉. Condition b) shows that the sequence t ′σ has
an equivalent and enabled sequence at M that starts with a
certain transition outside τ s.t. t ′σ ≡ t1t

′σ1 and M [t1t ′σ1〉,
which means that the sequence t ′σ leading to the disableness
of t can be fired at M in another order and then the firing
of t cannot be affected by t ′σ . Note that expressions such
as ‘‘t1σ1 ≡ σ ’’, ‘‘M [t1t ′σ1〉’’, ‘‘σ ≡ σ ′’’, and ‘‘M [tt ′σ ′〉’’
can be considered as boolean expressions. More specifically,
the value of ‘‘t1σ1 ≡ σ ’’ is 1 if the sequence t1σ1 is equivalent
to σ , otherwise its value is 0.

It is obvious that if |τ | = 1 then τ is a sound step at M .
Indeed, in such a case t ′ ∈ Ø, the sequence t ′σ is not
enabled at M , i.e., ¬M [t ′σ 〉, since for an enabled sequence,
the first transition must belong to En(M ). Hence, it follows
that Conditions 1) and 2) are satisfied.
Example 1: As an example of a sound step, consider the

PN4 in Fig. 4(a). The enabled step τ = {t1, t2, t3} of the initial
marking M0 = p1 + p2 + p3 is sound since it satisfies Defi-
nition 2. Specifically, an enabled step τ1 = {t2, t3} of M0 is
also sound. For instance, Condition 1) is satisfied for t2 w.r.t.
τ1 since M0[t2t4〉 and ¬M0[t2t4t3〉, there exists an enabled
transition t1 such that M0[t2t4t1t3〉; and Condition 2) also
holds for t2 since M0[t2t4t1t3〉, there exists a sequence t1t4
equivalent with t4t1 s.t.M0[t3t2t1t4〉. The set of all sound steps
at M0 of the PN4 is SS(M0) = {{t1}, {t2}, {t3}, {t1, t2}, {t1,
t3}, {t2, t3}, {t1, t2, t3}}. As another example of a sound step,
consider the PN5 shown in Fig. 6. The enabled step τ = {t1,
t4, t5} is sound at the initial markingM0 = p1+p4 +p5 since
Conditions 1) and 2) hold for each transition of τ . The set of
all sound steps at M0 is SS(M0) = {{t1}, {t4}, {t5}, {t1, t4},
{t1, t5}, {t4, t5}, {t1, t4, t5}}. Taking a sound step τ1 = {t4,
t5} for an example, we can see that Condition 1) is satisfied
for t5 sinceM0[t5t6〉 and ¬M0[t5t6t4〉, there exists a sequence
t1t2t3 such thatM0[t5t6t1t2t3t4〉; and Condition (2) also holds
for t5 since M0[t5t6t1t2t3t4〉, there exists a sequence t1t2t3t6
equivalent with t6t1t2t3 s.t.M0[t4t5t1t2t3t6〉. As an example of
a non-sound step, consider the PN1 depicted in Fig. 1(a). The

enabled step {t0, t2} of the initial marking M0 = p0 + p2+

p4 is not sound since Condition 1) does not hold for t2:
M0[t2t3〉 and ¬M0[t2t3t0〉, but we have neither a) nor b) due to
there exists no sequence σ ∗ ∈ (T−{t})+ s.t.M [t2t3σ ∗t0〉 and
¬M0[t3t2〉. Thus, the set of sound steps at M0 of the PN1 is
SS(M0) = {{t0}, {t2}}. Another example of a non-sound step
is PN3 shown in Fig. 3(a). An enabled step τ1 = {t0, t2} of
the initial marking M0 = p0 + p1+ p2 + p4 is not sound as
Condition (1) does not hold for t2. Intuitively, the sequence
t2t3t1 is firable at M0 but t2t3t1t0 is not firable at M0, i.e.,
M0[t2t3t1〉 ∧¬ M0[t2t3t1t0〉, and we have neither a) nor b) as
there exists no sequence σ ∗ ∈ (T − {t})+ s.t. M [t2t3t1σ ∗t0〉

and ¬M0[t1t2t3〉. For the same PN3, the enabled step τ2 = {t1,
t2} ofM0 is also not sound as it does not satisfy Condition(2)
sinceM0[t2t3t1〉 but ¬M0[t1t2t3〉. Hence, the set of sound steps
at M0 of the PN3 is SS(M0) = {{t1}, {t2}, {t3}}.

B. PROBLEMS STATEMENT

We first propose two problems used in the following section.
Problem 1: Given a PN N and its initial marking M0, how

to find the set of sound steps at each reachable marking from
a practical point of view?
Essentially, The answer of Problem 1 corresponds to a

weaker sufficient condition for sound steps. From a practical
point of view, we need to explain clearly the way about how to
build the set of sound steps at each marking. Hence, we ana-
lyze how to determine which transitions can be constitute as a
sound step at each marking, from the aspect of a net structure.
Let M be a marking of N and τ ⊆ En(M ) an enabled step

at M with τ = {t , t ′} (i.e., |τ | = 2). If t and t ′ satisfy the
following conditions, we can know that the step τ at M is a
sound step. In other words, we can find which step is sound
at M according to the following conditions:

1) Transitions t and t ′ are not conflict with each other.
Actually, if t are in conflict with t ′, then transitions t and
t ′ can not be fired together atM .

2) There is a transition µ that is conflict with t . We can
distinguish three cases for the type of µ.

a) The transition µ is not enabled atM and there exists a
sequence σ ∈ T ∗ s.t.M [t ′σ 〉M ′ ∧M ′ [µ〉. We need to
determine whether there exists an enabled transition
t∗, s.t. t∗ ∈ En(M ) − τ and the preset p∗ of t∗ can
give its token to the common place p of t and µ.
If the transition t∗ and the place p∗ satisfy the above
condition, then t and t ′ may be constituted as a sound
step atM .

b) The transition µ is not enabled at M and the firing of
t ′ can not yield a markingM ′ s.t. M ′[µ〉.

c) The transition µ is enabled at M . We continue to
distinguish this case into two categories:

i. There is a disabled transition ν that is in symmet-
ric structural conflict with µ;

ii. There is a disabled transition ν conflict with µ

and the firing of t ′ can not yieldM ′ s.t. M ′[ν〉.
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FIGURE 3. (a) A model of PN3, (b) its CSG, and (c) its MGSG.

FIGURE 4. (a) A model of PN4, (b) its CSG, (c) its MPSG, and (d) its MGSG.

If two transitions of a step τ at M satisfies the above
conditions, we can say that τ is sound at M . For instance,
τ = {t4, t5} of the PN5 in Fig. 6 is a sound step at the initial
markingM0 since t4 is conflict with t6 andM0[t5〉M ′∧M ′[t6〉.
We can find that there exists an enabled transition t1 outside
the step τ and the preset p1 of t1 gives its token to the common
place p4 of t4 and t6. Thus, {t4, t5} is a sound step at M0.
As another example of a sound step, consider the same PN5.
The step τ = {t1, t4} is also sound at M0 since t4 is conflict
with t6 and there does not exist a sequence σ ∈ T ∗ s.t.
M0[t1σ 〉M ′ ∧ M ′[t6〉. As an example of a non-sound step,
consider the PN3 shown in Fig. 3(a). The step τ = {t1, t2}
is not sound at the initial marking M0 since t1 is conflict
with t3 andM0[t2〉 M ′ ∧M ′[t3〉. However, we cannot find an
enabled transition t∗ s.t. the preset p∗ of t∗ can give its token
to the common place p4 of t1 and t3. As another example of
a non-sound step, consider the same PN3. The step τ = {t0,
t2} is also not sound atM0 since t0 is conflict with an enabled
transition t1 ofM0 and t1 is conflict with another transition t3
which is not enabled at M0. However, t3 is not in symmetric

structural conflict with t1 and the firing of t2 can lead to a
markingM ′ s.t. M ′[t3〉.
Problem 2:Given a PNN and a reachable markingM , how

to determine a step τ with |τ | > 2 is a sound step atM?
In terms of Problem 1, we know how to find a sound step

τ at each marking with |τ | = 2. It is obvious that τ is always
a sound step at M with |τ | = 1 according to Definition 2.
As for a step τ atM with |τ | > 2, we first find all transitions
of τ , and then estimate whether two arbitrary transitions can
be fired together as a sound step according to Problem 1. If so,
the step τ containing these transitions with a bigger range is
sound atM . For example, the step τ = {t1, t4, t5} is sound at
M0 of the PN5 in Fig. 6 since {t1, t4}, {t4, t5} and {t1, t5} are
all sound atM0.

C. A CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM FOR AN MGSG

In this section, we first introduce a function named Max-

SoundStep to compute the set of all maximal sound steps at
each marking of a PN N . Then, we present a relation between
maximal sound steps and persistent sets, and followed by the
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notion of good steps that combine sound steps with persistent
sets. Afterwards, a construction algorithm for amaximal good
step graph (MGSG) is established and we prove that such a
graph preserves deadlocks of a PN.
We exhibit Function MaxSoundStep in the following. Let

IsSound be a decision function defined by: given a reachable
markingM of a PNN and an enabled step τ ofM , IsSound(M ,
τ ) = false, if transitions of τ atM do not satisfy the sufficient
conditions of Problem 1. In other words, IsSound(M , τ ) =

true signifies that τ is sound at M . A sound step τ is the
maximal one at M , if there does not exist another sound step
τ ′ atM s.t. τ ⊂ τ ′. Note that FunctionMaxSoundStepwill be
used in the construction algorithm for an MGSG.

FunctionMSS = MaxSoundStep(M )
Input: A markingM of a PN N ;
Output: A set MSS of all maximal sound steps atM ;

1. MSS = Ø;
2. MS = {En(M )};
3. S = Ø;
4. while (∃τ ∈ MS s.t. ¬IsSound(M , τ )) do
5. MS = MS − τ ;
6. S = {τ ′|∀t ∈ τ , τ ′ = τ − {t}};
7. for (each µ ∈ S s.t. ∀π ∈ MS, µ 6⊂ π ) do
8. MS = MS ∪ {µ};
9. end for

10. end while

11. MSS == MS;
12. Output:MSS.

In brief, Function MaxSoundStep is executed as follows:
First, let MS be the set of all enabled transitions set at a
marking M , i.e., MS = {En(M )}. Then, a step τ of MS,
which is not sound according to Problem 1, is deleted. After
deleting the step τ , we define a symbol S to compute the set
of all maximal subsets of τ . Each step µ of S, which does not
belong to a step π of the deletedMS, is added to the setMS to
combine the new set ofmaximal steps. By repeating the above
process, the set of all maximal sound steps at a markingM is
computed.
Example 2: Consider the PN3 shown in Fig. 3(a) and its

initial markingM0 = p0 +p1 +p2 +p4. In terms of Function
MaxSoundStep,MS = {En(M0)} = {{t0, t1, t2}} and τ = {t0,
t1, t2}. By Definition 2, it is obvious that τ is not sound atM0
and thus is deleted fromMS. The setMS is then replaced with
MS = {Ø}. The set S of all maximal steps in τ is computed
s.t. S = {{t0, t1}, {t1, t2}, {t0, t2}} and MS is replaced with
MS = {{t0, t1}, {t1, t2}, {t0, t2}} since each step of S does
not belong to {Ø}. We can see that these steps {t0, t1}, {t1,
t2} and {t0, t2} are all not sound atM0 and we will repeat the
above procedure for each step of MS. Finally, the set MSS of
all maximal sound steps at M0 is MSS = {{t0}, {t1}, {t2}}.
Consider the PN2 depicted in Fig. 2(a) and its initial marking
M0 = p0 + p2 + p5 + p7. Let MS = {En(M0)} = {{t0, t2,
t3, t4, t5}} and τ = {t0, t2, t3, t4, t5}. We can see that τ is

not sound at M0 and then MS is replaced by MS = {{t0, t2,
t3, t4}, {t0, t2, t3, t5}, {t0, t2, t4, t5}, {t0, t3, t4, t5}, {t2, t3, t4,
t5}}. According to Definition 2, each step ofMS is not sound
at M0. By repeating the above procedure, the set MS is then
replaced with MS = {{t0, t2, t3}, {t0, t2, t4}, {t0, t2, t5}, {t0,
t3, t4}, {t0, t3, t5}, {t2, t3, t4}, {t2, t3, t5}, {t2, t4, t5}, {t3, t4,
t5}}. We can note that steps {t0, t3, t4}, {t0, t3, t5}, {t2, t3, t4}
and {t2, t3, t5}are all sound at M0. After deleting non-sound
steps of MS at M0, we can obtain the set MSS of all maximal
sound steps at M0 is MSS = {{t0, t3, t4}, {t0, t3, t5}, {t2, t3,
t4}, {t2, t3, t5}}.
Definition 3: LetM be a reachable marking of a PN N and

τ an enabled step atM . The step τ is a good step atM if 1) τ

is a sound step at M , and 2) the set µ of all transitions in the
step τ is a persistent set atM . A good step τ is maximal atM
if there does not exist a good step τ ′ s.t. τ ⊂ τ ′.
Example 3:Consider the PN1 shown in Fig. 1(a). There are

two sound steps τ1 and τ2 at the initial marking M0, where
τ1 = {t0} and τ2 = {t2}. According to Definition 1, only the
step τ2 is persistent at M . Thus, τ2 is a maximal good step at
M0. Consider the PN3 depicted in Fig. 3(a). The set of sound
steps at M0 is SS(M0) = {{t1}, {t2}, {t3}}. We can see that
only the sound step {t2} is persistent at M0 via Definition 1.
Thus, {t2} is the only good step at M0. Consider the PN4 in
Fig. 4(a). There are many sound steps at the initial marking
M0 and the step τ = {t1, t2, t3} is the only maximal sound
step at M0. According to Theorem 1, τ is persistent at M0.
Therefore, the step τ is a maximal good step atM0. Consider
the PN2 depicted in Fig. 2(a). There are four maximal sound
steps τ1, τ2, τ3, and τ4 at the initial marking M0, where τ1 =

{t0, t3, t4}, τ2 = {t0, t3, t5}, τ3 = {t2, t3, t4}, and τ4 = {t2,
t3, t5}. According to Definition 1, these transition sets τ1,
τ2, τ3 and τ4 are all not persistent at M0. Actually, there are
numerous sound steps at M0 of the PN2 such as {t2, t3, t4},
{t2, t3}, {t2, t4}, {t2, t5}, {t0}, {t2} and {t3}. Sound steps {t2,
t3}, {t2}, and {t3} are persistent sets of M0 on the basis of
Definition 1. Hence, there are three good steps atM0, i.e., {t2,
t3}, {t2}, {t3}, and the step {t2, t3} is the maximal good step
at M0.
Theorem 1: Let τ be a sound step containing all the enabled

transitions at a markingM of N . Then, τ is a good step atM .
Proof: It has been known that all enabled transitions are

in the step τ , i.e., τ = En(M ). According to Definition 1,
it is obvious that this set τ containing all enabled transitions
at M , is a persistent set of M . Thus, τ is a good step at the
markingM .
Algorithm 1 is proposed to generate a maximal good step

graph (MGSG). Let λ(M , τ ) define a next-state marking
function that returns a reachable marking by firing an enabled
step τ at a markingM of N .
Remark: Given a PN N , its maximal good step

graph (MGSG) can be established by Algorithm 1.We briefly
explain this algorithm as follows. It can be divided into two
stages. The first one is to obtain the set of enabled steps
by which directed edges are labeled at each marking, and
the second one is to generate the state graph via nodes and
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Algorithm 1 Construction Algorithm for a Maximal Good
Step Graph (MGSG)
Input A Petri net N = (P, T , F , M0);
Output An MGSG of N .

1. Let x0 be the root node of the MGSG and M be the
marking of node x0;

2. Initialize the stack 3:= (x0) and the set 6:= (M ); /∗3 is
a stack allowing to store nodes and 6 is a set consisting
of all the markings of nodes that are explored by this
algorithm∗/

3. 8 = Ø; /∗8 represents a set of enabled steps by which
directed edges are labeled at each reachable marking∗/

4. while 3 6= ( ) do
5. x:= pop(3); /∗Remove the last node x from the stack

3∗/
6. LetMx be the marking of node x;
7. if En(Mx) 6= Ø then

8. if there exists a maximal good step τ at Mx then

9. 8 = {τ}; /∗Refer to Definition 3∗/
10. else

11. 8 := MaxSoundStep(Mx); /∗MaxSoundStep
returns the set of all maximal sound steps atMx .∗/

12. end if

13. for each step τ ∈ 8 do

14. Compute a reachable marking My by the
next-state marking function λ(Mx , τ );

15. ifMy /∈ 6 then

16. Create a new node y;
17. Add a directed edge from x to y and this

arc is labeled by τ ;
18. Let My be the marking of node y;
19. 6 := 6 ∪My;
20. 3 := push (3, y);/∗Push node y into stack

3 as the last node in 3∗/
21. else

22. Get the marking M ′
yin 6 that is equal to

My and the node of markingM ′
yis named as y′;

23. Add a directed edge from x to y′ and this
arc is labeled by τ ;

24. end if

25. end for

26. end if

27. end while

28. end

labeled arcs. First, let x0 be the root node of an MGSG and
M the marking of x0, i.e., 6:= (M ) and 3:= (x0), and 8 is
a set of enabled steps by which each directed edge is labeled
at the marking. Second, remove the last node from a stack 3,
and then the current marking Mx is obtained. Third, for a
deadlock-free marking Mx , if there exists a maximal good
step τ at Mx , then the directed edge from Mx is labeled by
τ and we denote 8 = {τ}, otherwise each directed edge
from Mx is labeled by a maximal sound step at Mx and we

use 8:=MaxSoundStep(Mx) to denote the set of all maximal
sound steps atMx . What is said above is the first stage. After
that, for each τ ∈ 8, compute the next-state λ(Mx , τ ) and
we can obtain the next-state markingMy. IfMy is an existing
marking in the MGSG such that My ∈ 6, then we find the
node y′ of a marking My and add a directed arc from x to y′,
which is labeled by τ , otherwise a new node y is created and
is pushed in to a stack3. The second stage is indicated above.
Repeat these stages until 3 is empty and an MGSG is hence
constructed.
Example 4: Consider the PN1 in Fig. 1(a) and its initial

marking M0 = p0 + p2+ p4. Firstly, Algorithm 1 sets x0
a root node of the MGSG and M0 the marking of x0, and
initializes 3: = (x0) and 6: = (M0). Secondly, x0 is removed
from the stack 3, which is then called x. Thirdly, we will
compute the next node y of the MGSG, the markingMy of y,
and the directed arc from x0 to y. At the initial marking M0,
there exists the only maximal good step τ such that τ = {t2}.
After firing a step τ , we get a reachable marking M1 =

p0+p3+p4 by computing the next-state function λ(M0, {t2}).
It is obvious that M1 /∈ 6. Thus, a new node y is created and
an arc from x to y is labeled by {t2}. Next, Algorithm 1 sets
6 := (M0, M1) and 3:= (y). Repeat stages above until 3

is empty and an MGSG is hence constructed. The MGSG of
PN1 is shown in Fig. 1(d).
Theorem 2: The MGSG exploration detects deadlock

markings of a PN.
Proof: Suppose that there exists a deadlock marking D

of a PN N . LetM be a reachable marking of the MGSG from
M0 and D a deadlock marking reachable from M in the Petri
net. Let ω be a firing sequence yielding a marking D from
M in the Petri net s.t. M [ω〉D. We prove that D is also a
deadlockmarking of theMGSG reachable fromM . The proof
of this theorem is by induction, focusing on the length of the
sequence ω:
1) If |ω| = 0, then it is obvious that M = D and D is a

deadlock marking of the MGSG;
2) Assume that |ω| = k andD is a deadlock marking of the

MGSG;
3) Let us demonstrate that D is still a deadlock marking of

the MGSG reachable fromM with |ω| = k + 1;
LetM ′ be an intermediate marking reachable fromM after

the firing of a step τ and D is reached fromM ′ by a sequence
ω1 s.t. (M [τ 〉M ′ [ω1〉 D)∧ (τ∪ [ω1] = [ω]). We distinguish
two main cases:
Case 1: If there is a maximal good step π at a markingM ,

then there are two cases for a step τ :
- Case a: If τ = π , then M ′ is a marking of the
MGSG according to Algorithm 1. Applying the induc-
tion hypothesis on ω1, we can see that |ω1| ≤ k and M ′

[ω1〉D. Hence, D is a deadlock marking of the MGSG.
- Case b: If τ 6= π , there must exist a sequence ω2 such
that π∪ [ω2]= [ω]. It is obvious that transitions of π are
all in the sequence ω since π is persistent and sound at
M , i.e., transitions of π are all enabled at M and these
transitions are all firable after the firing of transitions not
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in π . Then, transitions of π can be shifted to the front of
a sequence ω to constitute a step firable from M . The
proof of this case is similar to Case a, and D is proven to
be a deadlock marking of the MGSG.

Case 2: Else, there only exist maximal sound steps atM :

- Case c: If τ is a maximal sound step at M , then M ′ is a
marking of the MGSG due to Algorithm 1. Applying the
induction hypothesis onω1, we can see that |ω1| ≤ k and
M ′ [ω1〉D. Thus,D is a deadlock marking of the MGSG.

- Case d: If τ is not, there exists a maximal sound step τ ′

s.t. τ ⊂ τ ′. Let τ ′ = τ∪ {t}. If t is a transition of ω1,
then t can be shifted to be the first transition ofω1 andwe
can obtain an equivalent sequence of ω1 s.t. ω1 ≡ tω′

1,
whereω′

1 consists of transitions inω1 without t . The step
τ can be fired together with t , just as the firing of the
step τ ′. Let M ′

1 be an intermediate marking reachable
from M s.t. M [τ ′〉M ′

1 [ω′
1〉D. We can see that τ∪ [ω1]

= τ ′∪ [ω′
1] = [ω]. The proof is similar to Case c. D is

proven to be a deadlock marking of the MGSG. Else if
t is not a transition of ω1, there may exist a transition t ′

of ω1 that is in conflict with t s.t. t [#] t ′. In this case,
there must exist another maximal sound step τ ′′ = τ∪

{t ′}. Similarly, we can easily prove that D is a deadlock
marking of the MGSG.

We have demonstrated that if |ω| = k+ 1, D is a deadlock
marking of the MGSG. It is obvious that D is a deadlock
marking of the MGSG reachable fromM for any length of ω.
The proof for these different cases is shown in Fig. 5.

FIGURE 5. Four different cases of the proof.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several experimental results for different PNs are shown in
this section, to demonstrate the superiority of the algorithm
proposed in this paper. Two PNs are shown in Fig. 4(a)
and Fig. 5, and the others are models of several different
systems taken from the MCC (Model Checking Contest) held
within Petri nets conferences: FMS, ClientAndServers (CAS
in short), Dining Philosophers (DP in short), and Swimming
Pool (SP in short).
First, we consider the PN4 depicted in Fig. 4(a). Its

covering step graph (CSG), maximal persistent step graph
(MPSG), and maximal good step graph (MGSG) are shown

TABLE 1. Algorithms evaluation on PN4.

FIGURE 6. A model of the PN5.

FIGURE 7. Parallel composition of n instances of PN4 (||n PN4).

in Fig. 4(b), (c) and (d), respectively. The evaluation of dif-
ferent algorithms on PN4 is summarized in Table 1, focusing
on their markings and directed edges labeled by transitions.
It is obvious that the size of MGSG is smaller than other state
graphs.

The parallel composition of the PN4 is shown in Fig. 7.
We exhibit sizes and computing times of various state graphs
with respect to these parallel PNs. These state graphs include
the reachability graph (RG) computed by the tool TINA,
the covering step graph (CSG) proposed in [52], the persistent
graph (PG), the persistent step graph (PSG) of [53], the max-
imal persistent step graph (MPSG) introduced in [54] and the
maximal good step graph (MGSG). The experimental results
are shown in Table 2.

Actually, the PSG generalizes PG and any PSG is always
smaller than the CSG [53]. For this model, the PSG and the
MPSG are identical and the MGSG provides a significant
reduction on the number of markings and edges compared
with the MPSG.

Then, we consider the model of PN5 shown in Fig. 6.
According to Definition 2, there exists a maximal sound
step τ of the initial markingM0 = p1+ p4 + p5, i.e., τ = {t1,
t4, t5}. By Theorem 1, the enabled step τ is persistent at M0
since τ is the only maximal sound step atM0. More precisely,
τ is a maximal good step at M0. Algorithm 1 establishes the
MGSG of PN5 and this graph is shown in Fig. 8.
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TABLE 2. Experimental results on parallel composition of Fig. 7.

FIGURE 8. The MGSG of the PN5.

For the model of PN5 described in Fig. 6, the evaluation of
different algorithms is shown in Table 3. This table summa-
rizes the RG, the CSG, the PG, the PSG, the MPSG and the
MGSG of PN5, focusing on their numbers of markings and
directed edges of transitions, and computing seconds. Fur-
thermore, the results of different algorithms on the n parallel
PN5 are also shown in Table 3. The parallel composition of n
instances of PN5 is represented by ||nPN5.

We can see that the PG is smaller than the CSG, the PSG
and the MPSG are identical and the MGSG improves other
partial order methods such as the PG, the CSG, and the
MPSG.
Next, we consider several PNs of different systems: the

FMS (m), the CAS (m), the DP (m), and the SP (m), where
m represents the parameter values of their initial markings.
The model FMS (m) is a strongly-connected ordinary PN.
The model CAS (m) is a strongly-connected loop-free ordi-
nary PN, where there exists no transition whose input places
are also output places. The dining philosophers is a famous

TABLE 3. Experimental results on parallel composition of the PN5.

model that states an inappropriate use of shared resources
generating deadlocks. This DP (m) is a strongly-connected
loop-free ordinary PN. The SP (m) is a strongly-connected
ordinary PN.

Indeed, MGSG provides a significant reduction on the
number of markings and directed edges, and even the com-
puting times compared with the RG for each model. In order
to illustrate the superiority of theMGSG compared with other
reduced graphs obtained by several partial order reduction
methods, Table 4 shows the experimental results, including
the state graphs computed by TINA such as the RG, the
CSG, the PG, and the PSG, and the MGSG established via
Algorithm 1. For some PNs such as the FMS (m), the PG
provides a smaller graph than CSG and PSG since the firing
of steps leads to more intermediate states compared with ones
computed after the firing of transitions within persistent sets.
Applying the MGSG method, we first obtain the maximal
good step, which is a persistent set in essence. Thus, the firing
of maximal good steps yields smaller intermediate states than
ones obtained by the firing of transitions in persistent sets. It is
obvious that the MGSG provides a significant reduction than
the PG. For some PNs such as the CAS (m), the parameter
of the initial marking influences the size of reduced graphs.
Intuitively, the PSG is smaller than the PG when m is less
than 8 and the PG is smaller than the PSG when m is higher
than 16. For the model of Dining Philosophers, the PG, PSG
and the MGSG are identical. The PSG is smaller than the PG
and CSG for themodel of Swimming Pool.More importantly,
the size of CSG, PG, PSG and MGSG does not change, with
increasing of parameters of the initial marking. For all these
examples, MGSG builds a smaller graph than CSG, PG and
PSG.Note that theMGSG technique improves or equals other
partial order reduction methods.
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TABLE 4. Experimental results on several PNs of different systems.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Although the partial order reduction methods have made
some success in alleviating the state space explosion problem
of concurrent systems, further improvement is still needed in
the state space exploration of large systems. In this paper,
we have proposed a new partial order reduction method
namely a maximal good step graph (MGSG), based on
notions of sound and good steps. Firstly, we present a new
definition of sound steps, which breaks the previous require-
ment of covering steps. Then, a weaker sufficient condition
with practical significance is proposed, to find the set of
sound steps at each marking. Next, combining with persis-
tent sets and sound steps, the definition of good steps is
established and it plays an important role in generating the
maximal good step graph (MGSG). The MGSG generation
algorithm first determine whether there exists a maximal
good step at a marking M . If there exists one, the max-
imal good step is fired at M , otherwise the set of maxi-
mal sound steps is fired at M . Later, we have proven that
the generated maximal good step graph preserves the dead-
locks of Petri nets. Finally, the effectiveness of our pro-
posed method (MGSG) have been shown via the performed

experimental results. Compared with the covering step
graphs, persistent graphs and other reduced reachability
graphs combing the above two graphs, the MGSG is more
advantageous in state space reduction. In the future, we intend
to focus on combining step graphs with any partial order
technique as a mean to obtain a more reduction of the state
space which is of very great interest for model-checking.
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